We!developed!a!dynamic!forecasting!model!for!Zika!virus!(ZIKV),!based!on!realYtime!
! 4! [13,! 14] .! These! models! assume! their! residuals! are! drawn! from! a! Gaussian! distribution,!and!can!be!applied!to!count!data!by!using!a!logarithmic!transformation.! The!realYtime!nature!of!GTs!surveillance!and!the!demonstrated!strong!correlation!of! GTs! with! infectious! disease! mean! GTs! offers! a! potential! tool! for! timely! epidemic! detection!and!prevention! [15] .!However,!the!forecasting!capabilities!of!GTs!for!ZIKV! outbreaks! remain! unknown.! In! this! study,! we! examined! the! ZIKVYrelated! GTs! temporally! correlated! with! ZVD! epidemics,! and! developed! an! improved! dynamic! forecasting! method! for! ZVD! activity! in! the! Americas! using! an! ARIMA! model! to! predict!future!patterns!of!ZIKV!transmission.! ! Results(
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Our!analyses!used!the!data!from!12!February!to!25!August!2016,!covering!7!months! of! reported! ZIKV! epidemic! data! (confirmed! and! suspected! cases)! and! GTs! data! (Table! S1 ).! Alongside! the! "stepped"! increases! in! the! reported! confirmed! and! suspected! cases! of! ZIKV! in! this! epidemic,! there! were! dramatically! increased! numbers! of! ZikaYrelated! online! searches! in! Google! (Figure! 1 (Engl.(J.(Med.(360,!2536 -2543 !(2009 PLoS (Negl.(Trop.(Dis.!10,!e0004530!(2016 ARIMA (0, 1, 3) model, which was improved by aggregating historical logs with estimated data of Zika-related Google Trends as a estimating predictor to estimate ZVD cases.
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